
  
Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an advanced 

technology of computer networks and interesting application area for 
research community with applications in military, medical, tracking, 
monitoring and healthcare areas. Depending on these applications, 
security is an important challenge in WSNs. Today sensors have very 
limited energy which makes WSNs venerable to many kinds of 
attacks by exhausting the energy of sensor nodes. One such kind of 
attacks is Denial of Service (DOS) attacks. Therefore, energy usage is 
also a vital issue in the design of WSNs which typically depends on 
energy resources like battery for power. Cluster based WSN is a key 
technique used to extend the lifetime of a sensor network by reducing 
energy consumption and computation complexity. In cluster based 
WSNs, a sensor network can be managed by forming clusters. Each 
of clusters is managed by a leader of cluster which is often referred to 
as Cluster Head (CH). Cluster Nodes (CN) sense data in a specific 
application area and send it to their CH. The CH node then 
aggregates data from its CNs and sends to Base Station (BS). 
Therefore, authentication between CH and CN is an important 
challenge in cluster based WSNs. The main aim of this paper is to 
provide authentication and prevent flooding kind of DOS attacks 
between CH and CN during communication over LEACH (Low 
Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) which is one routing 
protocols used for cluster based WSNs with the simulation results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) can be considered 
as one of the most important technologies for both 

present and future of the world and are becoming very 
attractive for both telecommunication and network industry. 
They have a great potential for long term applications and also 
have the ability to transform human lives in various aspects. 
Day by day, many usages of WSN applications in harsh 
environments are being needed for demand of today’s world 
because today world is experiencing many natural disasters 
like earthquakes, flooding, Tsunamis and forest firing, etc. 

At present, WSNs can be used in  several important field 
areas such as environmental monitoring like flood and forest 
firing detection, industrial monitoring like status monitoring, 
medical like Body Sensor Network (BSN), military like 
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reconnaissance of opposing forces and other monitoring 
systems like air, water and animals. Depending on these 
applications, security is important issue for WSNs. 
Implementation of security mechanism in WSNs consumes 
more resources such as energy, memory and computing 
complexity. Today sensors nodes are small devices with 
limited power, processing and computation resources. 
Therefore, energy usage is also an important issue in the 
design of WSNs which typically depends on energy resources 
like battery for power. 

These limitations make WSNs venerable to many kinds of 
attacks. One of such kinds of attacks is DOS attacks. The main 
aim of these attacks is either to block the node only or 
blocking link along with the nodes, so as a result, network 
lifetime and performance degrade greatly. Clustering plays an 
important role for energy saving in WSNs. It is a technique 
used to extend the lifetime of sensor network by reducing 
energy consumption and computation complexity.  

There are many WSN routing protocols for data 
transmission. The cluster based routing protocols are used for 
optimizing energy consumption for sensor nodes by arranging 
sensor nodes into clusters. Every sensor cluster is managed by 
a CH during the network operation such as data aggregation 
and transmission. In cluster based WSNs, CN nodes gather 
information in a specific area and then send them to their CHs. 
Then the CH performs the aggregation of data and information 
received from its CN nodes, and then sends it to the Base 
Station (BS). There is necessary to have authentication 
between CH and CN to ensure that the real CN send data to 
CH within a cluster.  In many scenarios like emergency 
operations, natural disasters or battle field monitoring, we 
cannot compromise on security because any negligence can 
cause a huge destruction.  

LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) is a 
cluster based hierarchical routing protocol for WSNs. For the 
implementation of integration of authentication and prevention 
of flooding attack mechanism, NS-2 simulation software is 
used and it is necessary to combine security agent into NS-2 
for WSN. But currently, NS-2 does not support security 
features. This paper provides integration of authentication and 
prevention of flooding attack between CH and CN for data 
communication in WSNs over LEACH routing protocol. The 
Fig. 1 illustrates cluster based WSN or LEACH protocol.  
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Fig. 1 Cluster Based WSN or LEACH 

II. TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY AND AREAS OF APPLICATIONS IN WSN 
In today world, WSNs can be used in several important 

application areas because of their useful characteristics such as 
small in value, battery base, easy to use, mobility of nodes and 
deployment in hostile environments etc. There are many types 
of WSN technology and their related application areas are as 
follow: 

 Technology of Acoustic  
 Technology of Biochemical  
 Technology of Electromagnetic  
 Technology of Mechanical  
 Technology of Molecular  
 Technology of Optical  
 Technology of Thermal 

Because of characteristics and useful applications, WSNs 
have many research challenges. 

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN WSN 
Depending on characteristics and applications used in 

WSNs. they have many research challenges, limitations and 
constraints such as limited storage capacity, limited resource, 
limited processing power consumption and Communication 
bandwidth. The resource constraints and limitations make 
WSNs most challenging research area such as energy and 
vulnerable to lack security. The energy and security are biggest 
challenges in WSNs. Security aspect is essential before 
designing WSNs and another important challenge in WSN is 
an efficient use of energy resources. 

A. Security Challenges for WSN 
The security challenges of WSNs are as follow: 

[1]  Availability 
[2]  Confidentiality  
[3]  Integrity 
[4]  Authentication  

Any compromise on the above challenges can cause a huge 
destruction in the network [1]. 

Availability means the insurance of availability of network 
resources.  Sensor nodes are active in the network to fulfill the 
functionality of the network [2]. 

Confidentiality means the insurance of secure data transfer 
between sensor nodes. No third party can access this data 
transfer. In military operations sensed data is very important so 

it may be transferred securely to achieve confidentiality [1]. 
Authentication means the insurance of legitimate sensors 

which has the right to send data as well as the data send by that 
node is right content [1]. It ensures that the communication 
from one node to another node is genuine, that is, a malicious 
node cannot masquerade as a trusted network node. [3] 

Integrity means the insurance of the reliability of data. It is a 
service that prevents or identifies unauthorized alteration of 
data during transmission. It ensures that data packets received 
at destination is exactly the same transferred by the sender and 
no one in the middle alters that packet [4]. 

B. Energy Consumption Challenges in WSN 
Energy consumption is an important issue in the design of 

WSNs which typically depends on energy resources like 
battery for power. Thus, to achieve longer live, functioning in 
sensor networks must save energy [5].  

When adding security to a sensor node, we are interested in 
the impact that security has on the lifespan of a sensor. 
Network lifetime is key characteristics used for evaluating the 
performance of any sensor network [6].  

A lifetime of the network is determined by residual energy 
of the system. Therefore, the efficient use of energy resources 
is also an important challenge in WSNs.  

The energy consumption challenge makes WSNs vulnerable 
to many kinds of attacks. The attackers always try to exhaust 
the energy of the sensor nodes. Hence, sensor networks are 
being very energy-sensitive and resource-limitations, they are 
very vulnerable to DOS attacks.   

IV. DOS ATTACKS AND FLOODING ATTACK IN WSN 
The most vulnerable attack in terms of exhaustion of energy 

resources in WSN is DOS attacks. DOS attacks are specific 
attacks that attempt to prevent legitimate sensor nodes from 
accessing networks services or resources. There are various 
kinds of DOS attacks which can cause in and decrease network 
life time in different ways. DOS attacks exhaust the resources 
of the victim node by sending extra unnecessary packets, thus 
presents the network from accessing services. Several DOS 
attacks might be performed in wireless sensor network in 
different layers. The mechanism to present DOS attacks 
includes strong authentication and identification of traffic 
[7].The followings are some of DOS attacks in WSNs.  

[1]  Jamming attack 
[2]  Sybil attack 
[3]  Sinkhole/Black hole attack 
[4]  Wormhole attack 
[5]  Flooding attack 
[6]  Selective forwarding attack 
[7]  Spoofing attack and Replay attack 

Among these DOS attacks, this paper is to develop a 
prevention of flooding kind of DOS attacks.  

Flooding attacks are one of the fatal attacks in Wireless 
Sensor network. The main objective of this attack is to prevent 
or block the legitimate node or link along with the node. 
Flooding attacks occur when an attacker sends multiple 
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connections of data packets that are greater than the maximum 
packets that can handle by the target node. As a result, the 
network performance can degrades greatly by exhausting the 
energy of the node and can decrease the life time of node and 
the whole network. Flooding attack is unsuitable for WSNs 
because of the energy wasted with the retransmissions of data 
and information. 

V. CLUSTER BASED WSN 
The main aim of cluster based routing is to efficiently 

maintain the energy usage of sensor nodes by involving them 
in multi-hop communication within a particular cluster. Cluster 
formation is generally based on the energy reserve of sensors 
and sensors proximity to the Cluster Head (CHs). Clustering 
plays an important role for energy saving in WSNs. With 
clustering in WSNs, energy consumption, lifetime of the 
network and scalability can be improved [8].  

In cluster based WSNs, sensor nodes are arranged into 
number of clusters. Every sensor cluster is managed by a CH 
during the network operation such as data transmission.  
LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) is a 
cluster based routing protocol for WSNs. But LEACH routing 
protocol is lack of security. LEACH manages sensor nodes by 
arranging clusters and chooses one of them as CH. Non CH 
nodes (CN) senses in a specific area and then sends the 
relevant information to its CH. Then the CH performs the 
aggregation of data and information received from its CM 
nodes, and then sends it to the Base Station (BS).  

LEACH elects CH from all nodes randomly. There is 
necessary to have authentication between CH and CN to 
ensure that the real CNs send data to CH within a cluster.  If 
only a CN compromises, the whole network will be 
compromised. This paper presents integration of 
authentication and prevention mechanism of flooding attack 
between CH and CN on LEACH routing protocol by using 
NS-2 simulation tool. The Fig.2 shows the attack in cluster 
based WSN or LEACH protocol. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Attacks in Cluster based WSN or LEACH 

VI. INTEGRATION OF AUTHENTICATION IN CLUSTER BASED 
WSN 

In order to integrate authentication in cluster based WSNs, 
the following environmental developments are required for 
simulation experiment.  

 
[1]  Personal Computer Laptop with SUSE Linux 11.3  
[2]  NS- 2.34 version 
[3]  LEACH protocol integration into NS-2 
[4]  C++ editor 
[5]  Programming skill: C++ and Tool Command 

Language (TCL) 
 

For the purpose of analysis, this paper uses pre-shared 
symmetric key and encryption/decryption algorithm is RC4 
stream Cipher. Because of complexity of other hash 
algorithms, the hashing algorithm to generate authentication 
code is very simple polynomial algorithm [9]. 

For the implementation of this simulation, NS-2 simulation 
software is used. However, cluster based WSN protocol 
(LEACH) is not a built in protocol in NS-2. Therefore, the first 
step of experiment is to integrate LEACH protocol into NS-2. 
LEACH implementation consists of two phase: setup and 
steady state phase. In setup phase, LEACH performs CH 
election, CH advertizing, CN joining and clustering. Fig. 3 and 
4 is simulation output for setup phase of LEACH in NS-2. The 
steady state phase is data transmission phase between CH and 
CN. It is necessary to have authentication between CH and CN 
before transmission phase. 

In order to integrate authentication between CH and CN, it 
is necessary to add security agent into NS-2. But currently, 
NS-2 does not support security features. As the second step of 
experiment, security agent is added in NS-2 as shown in Fig. 5. 
The new security agent is created by a class name 
(Security_Agent) derived from built-in class in NS-2 
(Agent/Security_Agent). The hash generations function to 
generate authentication code between CH and CN will 
implement in this new agent class. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3  Cluster Head Election for LEACH 
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Fig. 4 Cluster Nodes Joining for LEACH 

The implementation process to integrate new agent to NS-2 
is shows in [10]. The processing steps are as follow: 

[1]  The new packet class is created in a folder under 
NS-2 directory, for example (mkdir ns-
2.34/Sec_LEACH/Security_Agent.cc/h).   

[2]  The new packet name is registered to the packet.h 
under (ns-2.34/common/packet.h) must be declared 
to the ns-default.tcl (ns-2.34/tcl/lib/ns-default.tcl) 
file in NS-2.  

[3]  An entry for new packet format is added in the ns-
packet.tcl (ns-2.34/tcl/lib/ns-packet.tcl) file in NS-
2.  

[4]  Finally, the new agent object file is added in file 
(ns.2.34/Makefile).  After recompile the ns-2 with 
command (“make clean” and “make”), the new 
agent class can be used for our simulation. 

 
 

Fig. 5 New Security Agent Integration into NS-2 

The methods of new class include RC4 encryption and 
decryption as well as generate hash function for authentication. 
The hash generator is polynomial hash function in C++ for 
authentication. RC4 is a symmetric encryption algorithm and is 
a stream cipher which is less complexity for computing thus it 
is suitable for WSNs. In RC4, the message is encrypted bit by 
bit with a pre-shared symmetric key and is decrypted with the 
same key.  

Simulation setup parameters for experiment are shown in 

Table 1 and TCL simulation script for integration of 
authentication in cluster based WSNs is shown in Fig 6. For 
integration authentication in LEACH, the simulation uses new 
security Agent (Security_Agent) class and RC4 algorithm and 
polynomial hash algorithm.   

 
Fig. 6 New Security Agent Integration in TCL script 

The numbers of nodes are from 20 up to 100 with 
simulation time 300 seconds. The Fig. 7 is Nam Animation 
output of NS-2 for sensor node creation on LEACH protocol. 
In this Figure, CH nodes are illustrated in red color and green 
color is for CNs. Before deploying in the network, the sensor 
nodes must register with base station with pre-shared 
symmetric key. Then CH election is performed and forming 
cluster as LEACH protocol.  Before clustering, there must be 
authentication between CHs and CNs. Fig. 8 is simulation test 
result of authentication using RC4 symmetric encryption and 
polynomial hash algorithm.  

The CH nodes sends advertisement message with 
authentication code to CNs. The CNs checks the authentication 
code from the message they receive. When the authentication 
valid, they send join request message with hash code to CH 
they choose. The CHs also check hash code from join request 
message from CNs. Only CNs with valid authentication code 
accepts as its member. By this way, authentication between 
CH and CN can be integrated in cluster based WSN. 

 

Fig. 7 Nam Output for Node Creation of LEACH 
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Fig. 8 Testing of Authentication using RC4 

After cluster formation, LEACH performs data transmission 
from CN to CH, then CH to base station. At this data 
transmission phase, flooding attack prevention is implemented 
because the attackers can flood multiple data packets that are 
greater than the maximum packets that can handle by the CH. 
The prevention mechanism does not accept all data packets 
sending to CH and only packets that are sent with a sending 
rate which is agreed by CH and CN during clustering 
formation. In our simulation, this sending rate is a threshold. 
The current average energy of the whole network is defined as 
sending rate and with this rate; CN must send the data to CH. 

 
TABLE I 

SIMULATION SETUP FOR EXPERIMENT 

No Parameters Values 

   
    1 Network density            1000mx1000m 
    2 Channel Type            Phy/Wireless 
    3 Simulation Time            300 secs 
    4 Initial Energy of node            5 Joules 
    5 Max. number of node            20 to 100 
    6 Agent            Security_Agent 
    7 Propagation Model            Two Way 
    8 Mac Protocol            Mac/Sensor 
    9 Energy Model            Battery 
    10 Link Layer Type            LL 
    11 Antenna Model           Omniantenna 
    12 Max. packets           30 
    13 Communication           Bi-Directional 
   

VII. PREVENTION OF FLOODING ATTACK IN CLUSTER BASED 
WSN 

A sensor network without sufficient protection from DOS 
attacks may not be deployable in many WSN application 
areas. As per Boyle et al. [11] ‘to achieve a completely secure 
WSN, security must be implemented into every node of the 
system’. Therefore, in order to prevent flooding attack, all 
sensor nodes are responsible for prevention themselves. For 
prevention of flooding attacks, a monitoring module is 
implemented on all nodes of the network. The job assigned to 
these nodes will be to monitor network and take appropriate 
action according to current network condition. This monitoring 

module monitors the sending rate of outgoing packet to CH.   
When forming cluster, CHs and CNs decide to a particular rate 
at which the CN nodes send the data to the CH. This rate is 
called sending rate threshold. This is a threshold rate or 
allowable limit which is decided for communication between 
CH and CN to prevent multiple connection requests. The 
current average energy of the whole network is defined as 
sending rate and with this rate; CN must send the data to CH. 
This sending rate threshold and current average energy of the 
network computing is illustrated in Fig 9 and 10. The 
monitoring component on individual sensor nodes monitors 
the sending rate of outgoing packets from sensor nodes to the 
cluster head and acts as a filter. As shown in Fig 11, it allows 
all the outgoing packets that have their sending rate are equal 
to the sending rate threshold to pass through it. Otherwise, it 
blocks or discards the packet from the network as shown in 
Fig. 12.  

 
Fig. 9 Current average energy at time 100 

 
 

Fig. 10 Current average energy at start of simulation 

 
Fig. 11  Prevention of Flooding Attack in Transmission Phase 
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Fig. 12  Prevention of Flooding Attack in Transmission Phase  

VIII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
From the simulation work, it is clear that security is 

protected from the start of the network by authenticating 
between CH and CN with BS. While forming of the cluster, 
there is guarantee that the node joining the cluster is a 
legitimate node. The sending rate between CH and CM are 
known by only authenticated node. Thus the probability of 
attacks being present in any of the cluster can be also reduced. 
If the attacker has joined the network before cluster formation, 
the authentication technique will not give permission to be part 
of a cluster. If the nodes have become compromised node, the 
flooding mitigation scheme implemented on each node can 
prevent it. 

Symmetric technique is simple for computing, less 
complexity and RC4 consumes fewer resources such as 
memory usage, computation complexity. Processing time for 
RC4 is also faster than other techniques and suitable for WSN. 

As shown in TABLE I, we considered a network field 
measuring 1000x1000. It was assumed that the sensor node are 
scattered all over the field. The nodes have initial uniform 
energy, of 5 Joules. Each sensor node initially has the ability to 
transmit data to any other sensor node or directly to BS. The 
sensor nodes are stationary or dynamic. Nodes have unique 
IDs. After simulating integration and prevention, results are 
recorded for total energy consumption (Fig. 13), node death 
rate (Fig. 14) for network life time and total data received by 
base station (Fig. 15) based on node density (from 20 up to 
100 nodes) and number of cluster (5-clusters in this 
simulation). As this research work is based on LEACH 
protocol, the results of integration and prevention are 
compared with the results of LEACH protocol. In all 
comparison graphs, the results of integration and prevention 
are recorded by “Proposed_LEACH” and those of LEACH is 
recorded by “Ori_LEACH”.  

The total energy consumption comparison results are shown 
in Fig. 13. The choice of the CH is determined by the amount 
of energy remaining in a node. CH is responsible for 
aggregation of data from CM nodes and data transmission of 
data to BS. In LEACH, all nodes must perform CH election 
operation. LEACH elects CH randomly. In my research work, 

all nodes will not perform CH election. Nodes that have 
energy greater than the current average energy of the whole 
network will only perform CH election for energy efficiency 
and thus saving energy of network. Although the total data 
received by BS can decrease due    to CH election of research 
work (smaller number of cluster because only nodes that have 
greater average energy may be CH), the network life time and 
energy consumption are improve than LEACH. Thus the data 
received in proposed protocol increase a little than LEACH. 
This is show in Figure 14. From the simulation results, the 
proposed protocol is more energy efficient than original 
LEACH. Fig. 15 shows network life time of research work is 
greater than LEACH because all nodes will not participate CH 
election and less computation complexity to choose CH thus 
saving energy of network and decrease node death rate.  

 

 
Fig. 13  Total Energy Comsumption  

 
Fig. 14  Total Data received by Base Station 

 

Fig. 15  Total Alive Nodes 
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IX. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a secure reactive for integration of 

authentication and prevention of flooding attack between CH 
and CN for cluster based WSNs over. The approach can 
provide security services from the start of the network to 
completion of network. If the attacker has joined the network 
before cluster formation, the integration of authentication 
process will not allow it to be part of cluster. If the nodes also 
have become a compromised node, the attacks or malicious 
node can be prevented based on flooding prevention 
mechanism by using symmetric encryption and less complex 
hash algorithm for WSN applications which are needed for 
today.  
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